Contextualization
A Question of Power (1973) and Nervous Conditions (1988)i both refute the glib generalization about the lack of psychological sensitivity so often attributed to Africans as articulated by the white male psychiatrist in Nervous Conditions (1988): "Africans do not suffer in the way we had described. She [Nyasha] was making a scene" (p. 201).2 These novels clearly illuminate female suffering as a result of colonialism and patriar chy. Supriya Nair (1995:131), for instance, comments on the unfortunate position of colonised females:
What I will argue in this historical context of undifferentiated gen der is that colonial melancholy, by which I mean the condition as associated with the specific history of colonialism, became the ambi valently privileged condition associated with the male subject. The neuroses of female subjects are not just devalued but unrecognized, either because pathological behaviors are seen as a natural con dition of their unstable psyches, or because they are refused the agency and critical consciousness necessary to react to their psycho-social environment.
Although "Africa has long been stereotyped in the West into images of illness, madness, devastation, and hysteria .... madness in some parts of colonial Africa was seen as a largely male phenomenon, the women apparently lacking the self-consciousness necessary to turn mad" (Nair, 1995:132) . Moreover, while female madness -and related nervous conditions -constitutes a fairiy common theme in Western literature^, it has not received sufficient attention in African literature, by both male and female authors.B y using the thematically interpretive discourse-analytical method, I therefore want to comment on the devastating psychological effects of gender oppression as well as colonial and postcolonial domination on female characters in the two novels under discussion. Although the basic theme of these novels may be defined as racial and gender oppression, Dangarembga and Head belong to two different generations of writers and construct their work in different ways. Despite this denial, it may, however, be useful to regard Nervous Conditions as a "fictional autobiography" (Flockemann, 1992:38) where both Nyasha and Tambu reflect aspects of the writer's character and situation. There are marked similarities between the situation of Nyasha and Dangarembga in that they were both exposed to westernisation by staying with their parents in England. Moreover, Dangarembga even assigns her own name to Tsitsi as "Tsitsi" and "Nyasha" both mean "mercy" in Shona -as Bessie Head assigns her own name to Elizabeth in A Question. As narrator or "implied author" (Uwakweh, 1995:75) Tambu, like Dangarembga, fearlessly articulates female dissatisfaction with oppression and subjugation. To summarize, transformation is at the core of the main discourse of both novels. While A Question focuses on a single female in the agonizing process of metamorphosis, the vision in Nervous Conditions is extended to reveal the different reactions of, first, the two younger female protagonists, the cousins Tambu and Nyasha, and second, their mothers, Maiguru and Mainini, and Aunt Lucia. Dangarembga employs the extended metaphors of escape and entrap ment through which to construct her discourse of the degrees of psycho logical afflictions her characters are suffering. The reader gradually fathoms the real nature of Tambu's psychological entrapment and escape: she struggles to shake off restrictions placed on her development by elements from both white and black cultures. She must identify and evaluate elements characterisitic of her life as a member of a still largely patriarchal society, while westernization has its own inherent pitfalls. She thus has to find a middle-way between the kind of blind adherence to traditional -and often insensitive -male authority, shown by her mother, and the blatantly rebellious rejection of patriarchy, shown by Nyasha. The hannful physical and psychological effects on her of the struggle to synthesize the demands of the opposing systems, reach a climax on the day of her parents' westernized wedding orchestrated by Babamakuru. Her helpless realization that she could not be angry with him although he is behind "this plot which made such a joke of my parents, my home and myself (NC:149) affects her both psychologically and physically: on the day of the wedding she is unable to drag her body out of bed. Although she suffers physically -"I suffered a horrible crawling over my skin, my chest contracted to a breathless tension and even my bowels threatened to let me know their opinion" (NC:149) -she realizes how her uncle has stifled her psychological and
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ISSN 0258-2279intellectual development: he "had stunted the growth of my faculty of criticism, sapped the energy that in childhood I had used to define my own position" (NC:164). She accepts her punishment for disobedience with "masochistic delight" as "the price of my newly acquired identity" (NC:169) and is now able to look at her uncle more objectively. She is therefore able to revisit her feelings of excessive gratitude for his l<indness bestowed upon her as the "poor female relative" (NC:116) while becoming increasingly aware of the mounting tensions in his home as well. She is, however, cautious and resolves not to ruin her chances of being educated by openly defying him, as Nyasha does. In her entrapment and effort to escape Nyasha is subjected to devastating forms of psychological pressure. In letting Nyasha become the victim of anorexia nervosa and bulimia -disorders usually associated with white, middle class women and giris -Dangarembga tackles fairiy uncommon ground in female African literature^. In fact, a 1987 article on eating disorders among blacks in Africa reported only two such cases of which one concerned a Zimbabwean woman from an upper-class family who attended school in England (Brumberg, 1988:280) . Nair (1995:136) ascribes Nyasha's emotional turmoil to being "subsumed both by the burden of colonial history and by her father's unyielding sovereignty".
Her struggle against the forces that dictate her life is performed orally, exaggerating and sometimes distorting the daily rituals of domestic interaction as expressive metaphors. Every instance of bulimic purging comes after a verbal argument with her father, who forces her to eat in order to assert his control. Nyasha's violent purging in the privacy of the bathroom is also indicative of the indigestibility of patriarchal order and discipline, which she never theless internalises In her anorexic condition, the exercise of her will reduces to disciplining and punishing her body (Nair, 1995 
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Uterator21 (1} April 2000:37-52 repressed rage at patriarchal and cx)lonial domination". Nyasha's revulsion at patriarchy and colonialism manifests itself in a series of incidents totally baffling to her parents. Her deviant behaviour includes culturally unheard of actions such as smoking, refusing to eat, and scorning her father's authority by chatting to a white boy late at night after a dance while wearing a mini skirt. In the confrontation following this meeting, Babamakuru accuses his daughter of being a whore who scorns his position; "I am respected at this mission. I cannot have a daughter who behaves like a whore" (NC:14). Babamakuru is beside himself with rage when she physically attacks him and the two of them have to be separated by Maiguru and Chiko. He as a result vows to kill Nyasha and hang himself:
'She has dared', he said, sweat pouring off him, his chest heaving with the grossness of the thought, 'to raise her fist against me. She has dared to challenge me. Me! Her father. I am telling you', and he began to struggle again, 'today she will not live. W e cannot have two men in this house' (NC:115).
Babamakuru's lack of understanding of and concern for Nyasha's rebellion is obvious in his reaction to this hysterical outburst. He only wants to reinforce his traditional patriarchal authority. The incident elicits mixed feelings in Tambu Tambu's mother clearly represents the traditional rural African woman, subjected not only to male dominance, but also, a related fact, to a life of hardship, poverty and abuse. She is even subjected to her own son's "obnoxious" behaviour:
Perhaps I am making it seem as though Nhamo simply decided to be obnoxious and turned out to be good at it, when in reality that was not the case, when in reality he was doing no more than behave, perhaps extremely, in the expected manner. The needs and sensibilities of the women in my family were not considered a priority, or even legitimate (NC:12).
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Tambu's mother's spirit is totally broken. She has no confidence and suffers from an inferiority complex, which in turn causes matrophobia in her daughter. Maiguru (literally "Earth mother"/"Senior") is depicted as "a living symbol of nervousness and fear" (Moyana, 1996:31 bringing me to this time when I can set down this story. It was a long and painful process for me, that process of expansion. It was a process whose events stretched over many years and would fill another volume, but the story I have told here, is my own story, the story of four women whom I loved, and our men, this story is how it all began (NC:204).
Moreover, Tambu succeeds in growing in the course of the novel. Instead of merely being disgusted with male authority, she learns from the mistakes of the other female characters, devises her own strategy for fighting male chauvinism, and succeeds in forming her own distinct personality by responding to beneficial aspects from both African and Western cultures. outward circumstances of apartheid and racism shapes these narratives, they are more complex than simple reflections. Head uses narratives to construct a discourse of domination, like those of Sello, Dan and the school principal's story of Elizabeth's mother's insanity, but also to establish the process of healing, which Elizabeth eventually achieves in the garden project. The concentration on narrative implies that the most important changes inflicted by apartheid and racism are fictional, because they are visions created by Elizabeth's own schizophrenic personality. By contrast, fiction plays a part in Elizabeth's healing pro cess, because fictional narratives of oppression and distortion are counteracted in her mind by narratives of goodness and benignity, such as those expressed by the white doctor and Kenosi. Like a number of African novels, A Question is thus structured on an alternation of narra tives and counter-narratives. In Nervous Conditions Tambu's childhood innocence enables Dangarembga to write a calm, unemotional tale of patriarchal and colonial domination. Tambu's rendering of her struggle to understand and accept changes caused by westernization does not extend to distinguishing between good and evil, as does Elizabeth's. Tambu's narrative is, therefore, much more simplified and objective, though she herself intervenes to explain the intricacies inherent in her situation when she directly addresses her imaginary readers: You might think that there was no real danger. You might think that, after all, these were only rooms decorated with the sort of accesso ries that the local interpretations of British interior-decor magazines were describing as standard, and nothing threatening in that. But really the situation was not so simple. Although I was vague at the time and could not have described my circumstances so aptly, the real situation was this: Babamukuru was God, therefore, I had amved in Heaven. I was in danger of becoming an angel, or at the very least a saint, and forgetting how ordinary humans existedfrom minute to minute and from hand to mouth (NC:19). Thus, Tambu's situation is the direct antithesis of Elizabeth's: the in fluence of Dan and Sello especially aggravates her mental torture until she fears she is in the power of the devil: "There is a line that forms the title of the book -if the things of the soul are really a question of power then anyone in possession of power of the spirit could be Lucifer. That is, I might in my essence then symbolize Satan" (Marquard, 1978:53 
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